Class- 6 Sample Questions
Test Instructions:
1. This is a sample paper with 10 questions only.
2. The World English Olympiad will be conducted on any internet connected device.
3. The World English Olympiad will be conducted using an adaptive assessment tool.

Section 1: Grammar
This section assesses the English Grammar skills. This is how meanings are encoded into
wordings in the English language.

1. Change the given sentence to passive voice
Alex wrote an essay about his grandfather’s Alzheimer’s
a.
b.
c.
d.

An essay about Alzheimer’s was written by Alex.
Alex’s grandfather has Alzheimer’s.
Alzheimer’s was the topic of Alex’s essay.
Alex’s Grandfather’s Alzheimer’s was the topic of his essay.

2. Choose the appropriate meaning for the idiom
Beat around the bush
a.
b.
c.
d.

Running around the bush
They fell in the bush
Avoiding the main issue, not speaking directly about a topic
Pluck the flowers from the bush

3. Change the given sentence to Indirect Speech
Joe said, “I have lived here for 10 Years”.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Joe said he had lived here for 10 years.
For 10 years Joe lived here.
Joe was living in the house for 10 years.
This house was Joe’s home for 10 years.

4. State the kind of Adjective used in the sentence
Can you see that colourful butterfly over there?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Adjective of Quality
Adjective of quantity
Adjective of Number
Demonstrative Adjective

5. Change the given sentence into Interrogative sentence
Richa is going to the Library because she wants to borrow a grammar book.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Who is going to the Library?
Richa wants to borrow a book?
Does the Library have a grammar Book?
Is Richa going to the library to borrow grammar Book?

Section- 2 Reading Skills
Reading skills is the ability of an individual to read, comprehend and interpret written words
on a page of an article or any other reading material.
The questions will be of Multiple Choice types for comprehension/paragraph related
questions.

Read the comprehension and answer the questions belowOne Day, Something strange happened. Children came home from school and actually took a nap!
They woke up refreshed and went out into the park to play. There was so much time. All the parks in
the city were full of children on the swings and playing hide-and-seek or just enjoying the cool
breeze and the lovely flowers.
Fathers and mothers completed their work and decided to take their families out. Homework was
done quickly and well. Some children even dug out their old storybooks and went into the fairyland
or up to the moon.
What was the reason for all this odd behaviour? The cable operators were on strike. Television
screens had gone blank and something else had to be done. Suddenly everyone realised that there
were so many more interesting things to do rather just watch television every spare moment of the
day. Do you know what some people call a television set? An idiot box. And do you know what they
call television viewers? Couch potatoes.
The man who invented television couldn’t have imagined how popular his invention was going to be.
Do you know who he was? His name was John Logie Baird.
Baird was an engineer who had got tired of his job. He started inventing things. But most of these
things didn’t work and soon, Baird was broke. He was then 35 years old. He borrowed money from
his friends and invented a machine that could show moving pictures. That was the first television
and since then, people have got completely addicted to it. Try to imagine life without television.
Would it be good or bad? That is for you to decide.
6. What is the central theme of the passage given above
a. Life without parks
b. Life without Television
c. Cable Operators Strike
d. Couch potatoes

7. Who invented Television
a. John Baird
b. John Beard
c. Jon Bird
d. John B

Section- 3 Writing Skills
Writing skills are an important part of communication. Good writing skills allow you to
communicate your message with clarity and ease to a far larger audience than through face-toface or telephone conversations.
8. The Board Controller of examinations said that the test was ___________due to a
printing mistake.The new date would be ________ soon.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Postponed, declared
delay, out
Held , on
rescheduled, sent

Section-3 Listening Skills
Listening Skills is the ability to pay attention to and effectively interpret what other people are
saying.
The question in the listening section will be a recorded audio. The student will listen to the
paragraph and answer the question that followsMy Name is Ellen and I live in Dublin which is the biggest city in Ireland. My country is famous for its
traditional music and dancing. Dublin is a very interesting city; there is a lot to do. There are lots of
shops ,restaurants and museums. Lots of tourists visit in the summer. There is a big river in Dublin it
is called the river Tiffey. There is a church and lots of traditional houses. Dublin is near a beautiful
countryside, lots of people work there. It is also near to the sea, it is not very warm in Ireland, the sea
is very cold and it is not nice to swim in the sea. At the moment I am learning the traditional language
of Ireland.

9. The traditional language of Dublin is Irish Gaelic
a. May be
b. Not Given
c. Yes

10. The River in Dublin is called Tiffey
a. Yes
b. Toffee
c. Not Given

ANSWER KEY
1. a

2. c

3. a

4. a

5. a

6. a

7. a

8. a

9. b

10. a

